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HOW to USE your toolbox

0

Our Common Place is an approach to engaging people in the set up, 
promotion and running of successful community led projects. The 
approach is unique in that it recognises the important role our values play 
in shaping our attitudes, behaviours and involvement in community life.  

User 
Guidance

who is it for?
This toolbox is a companion for community leaders, volunteers, activists or 
professionals who want to improve their community engagement skills and 
knowledge. Specifically, these tools introduce practical ways to apply new 
understandings about values to the day-to-day work of community organisers 
on the ground.   

Please read these instructions, they will help you and your community get the 
maximum possible benefit from the toolbox.

how does it work?
Either: take a journey from the ‘getting started’ section right through to 
‘recording experiences and building on success.’ 

Or: select different tools, for different jobs, at different times. Think of this 
toolbox like a conventional DIY toolbox; pick out what you need, as and when 
you need it.

You can work through the tools independently, as part of a small group, or 
with us at an Our Common Place training workshop. 

Work through the exercises, familiarise yourself with the tools and take notes 
that you can refer back to later.



HOW TO CONSTRUCT YOUR TOOLS:  TIME TO USE YOUR HANDS!

Each tool comes as four loose A4 sheets. To work through each tool for the 
first time we recommend laying it out as a poster (make sure page 3 is in the 
top right hand corner and page 12 down in the bottom left). It is a good idea 
to use sticky tape to hold the poster together.

To store the tool back in the toolbox, either:

a) Poster: Fold it in half four times like a pocket sized map. The title 
page should become the front cover and the index should end up on the 
back.

b) Booklet: Cut it up to form a pocket sized booklet. Cut the sticky 
tape to go back to four A4 sheets and then cut along the ‘scissor lines’ 
to end up with eight pieces. Next, fold each piece in half with the printed 
side facing out, pile the pages up in the right order and staple them all 
together.  

*An insert with illustrated instructions on how to construct the tools 
accompanies this guidance.

The Our Common Place toolbox is a true hands-on learning experience!

We recommend doing the sticking, cutting and folding as you move from tool 
to tool rather than getting bogged down trying to do them all in one go. 

It is a good idea to use elastic bands to sort your tools into sections and to 
stop them from springing up when you open your toolbox!

Please feel free to make photocopies of the tools, it is best to do this before 
anything else. We can also send you any of the tools by email, feel free to get 
in touch.

4. Recording experiences and building on success 
Reporting: Measuring your impact and sharing your story

Social media: Getting your online presence right

Gathering photos: Saying it with pictures

The first page of each tool serves as an index, highlighting which one you are 
currently using. We have put an asterisk next to complementary tools. 

This toolbox will always be a work in progress, please send us ideas for new 
tools; we want to release a few new ones each year.

WHAT IS IN THE TOOLBOX?

In designing the toolbox two of our key principles were ‘be humble’ and ‘be 
question led’. We are expecting that most people interested in this toolbox 
will have some experience of working with communities already. Through the 
tools and the workshops, we of course share our thoughts and perspectives, 
but we know that you have your own very relevant experiences to share and 
the ability to come up with new ideas as groups and individuals - the toolbox 
is designed to spark that creativity off.  

We have organised the tools into four colour coded main sections. Here is a 
brief description of each:

1. Getting started
Why this approach? Exploring why values matter in community 
engagement

You and your role:  Making it clear who you are and what you’re up to

Getting to know people and places: Exploring what’s what

and who’s who

2. Deciding what to do and how to do it
Listening out for ideas: Discovering what people want to do in their 
community

Choosing a project: Deciding what to focus effort on and why

Forming a group: Finding the people who are going to make things 
happen

Making a plan: Turning good ideas into real life projects 

3. Holding meetings and running events
Facilitation: Doing things with rather than for people

Health and Safety: Understanding, managing and minimising risks

Conflict management: Preventing and dealing with conflict 

Volunteers: Where, why and how to engage volunteers 

Promotion: Getting the right message across



workshops

we want to hear from you

We use the Our Common Place approach to inspire communities to live 
fulfilling and environmentally mindful lives. We have used the approach to 
motivate people to change their behaviour’s on specific issues such as waste 
and recycling, energy and local environmental quality. 

Please get in touch if you would like us to run an Our Common Place workshop 
with your organisation. We can tailor the workshop length, size and scope 
according to your needs and budget. 

We really hope this tool has been useful, please share it with others and 
please send us: 

e-mail: ourcommonplace@keepbritaintidy.org 
twitter: @ourcommonplace

web: keepbritaintidy.org 
facebook: ourcommonplaceuk  

Questions

CommentsPictures

Suggestions  for new tools

Ideas

https://twitter.com/OurCommonPlace
http://www.keepbritaintidy.org/
https://www.facebook.com/ourcommonplaceuk


a) Poster



b) Booklet
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practice makes perfect but take time TO PREPARE
Use this tool to improve your facilitation skills. Use it again to train those you 
are working with, in how to better facilitate meetings and events. These are 
great skills to pass on, practice makes perfect. 
When you are facilitating, preparation is vital. What should you prepare 
before a meeting or event? Is everybody aware of the aims? Do you need an 
agenda or programme? Do you need keys to the room or permission to use 
the space?

•

•

•

•

•

•
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SHARING AND GATHERING IDEAS
Depending on the size of the group, their personalities and the agenda of 
the meeting, you can use one or several techniques for collecting ideas and 
sharing thoughts. Remember to emphasize the value of respecting different 
opinions, encouraging the group to be respectful and listen to each other.

What techniques do you know? 
•

•

•

When would you use them?
•

•

•

GETTING COMFORTABLE
Being in a meeting or event can often be intimidating, people do not know 
each other or perhaps they know each other too well or in a different context. 
People can get tired, stressed, distracted.... 
What exercises could be used to deal with these situations?

Warm Up Wrap upBreak the ice
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aN EYE ON THE BIG PICTURE
Meetings and events can often be narrowly focused on one or two single 
issues. How can you help people to keep an eye on the big picture to ensure 
they understand that what they are doing activates and reinforces values like 
empathy, care and trust which underpin a strong community and sustainable 
living?

BEING INCLUSIVE
The meeting might not be in the first language of everyone who attends. 
People might be hard of hearing, visually impaired, have learning difficulties 
or be shy. What can we do to ensure they can participate fully?
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DURING A MEETING: FACILITATION DOS

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

What are positive attitudes/behaviours to have as a facilitator?

Reflecting on what you've thought about above, summarise some key things 
to do when facilitating. Note down other important 'DOs' not covered 
already. E.g. Time keeping.
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DURING A MEETING: FACILITATION DON'tS What attitudes/behaviours should you avoid when facilitating? 

Reflecting on what you've thought about above, summarise some key things 
to avoid when facilitating. Note down other important 'DON'Ts' not covered 
already. E.g. Don't arrive 5 minutes late.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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CREATING A WELCOMING SPACE
Meetings work best when people feel comfortable in their surroundings and 
with how the space is set up. Have a go at drawing or describing your meeting 
or event space below.

GROUP COLLABORATION
Sharing some of the facilitation roles by asking people to help out can 
be very beneficial, both making them feel valuable and responsible for the 
project and also contributing to strengthen the group's dynamics.
Additionally, it can be a way to recognise people's personalities as assets 
to the team, for example by encouraging participants to take on roles that 
complement or match their characters. 
One way could be to run an exercise to firstly establish which roles need to be 
fulfilled and then starting with yourself, humorously breaking the ice saying 
something like "I tend to be late so I will be the timekeeper" or "I am always 
hungry so I will be in charge of the refreshments", this may lead to other 
people taking the initiative to laugh at themselves while  humbly agreeing to 
keep an eye on their own characters and/or tendencies.
Remember to be empathic, in some cases it might be better to simply ask 
people directly to take on a role or to make a roles board and encourage 
people to sign in where they would like to contribute.
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SHARING ROLES
These are some roles people could take, can you think of other examples?

keep learning
There are plenty of resources available online covering everything from 
best ways to layout chairs in rooms, communication techniques, activities, 
resources. etc. 

Here are some recomendations: 

•  Friends of the Earth "Facilitating Fun and Effective Meetings" 

•  People and Planet "Facilitation Toolkit"

•  Elena Jordan & David Vercauteren "Anti-hierarchical artifices for groups to 
use"

•  Check www.businessballs.com for loads of ideas of ice-breakers, team 
building exercises and many more facilitation resources.

• Recorder/ Note taker

• Mood watcher

• Meeter-and-greeter

• Co-facilitator

• Timekeeper

• Jargon-buster

• Mingler

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

You could try using creativity to engage people with roles. Jordan and 
Vercauteren (2011) suggest animal references: a dragon taking care of the 
resources;  a snake paying attention to people's feelings; a raven keeping the 

objectives in sight...
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What’s it all about?
Part of your role when working with community groups will involve helping 
them to manage risks and prevent any possible accidents.

Even if you are a small team of volunteers with no legal binding to UK Health 
and Safety regulations, you do have a duty of care to each other and people 
who may be engaged in or affected by your activities. 

Therefore, it is in your best interest to follow relevant guidelines in order 
to make sure your events or projects run smoothly. By taking relevant 
precautions you can foster an environment where people can enjoy 
themselves and the activities they take part in.

With good health and safety procedures you can ensure that the interactions, 
relationships and activities are productive and free from major risks. 

This tool is an introduction to the basics of health and safety, work through it 
yourself and share it with the communities you’re working with.

How about risk assessments?
In the following sections of this tool we will have a look at the different 
considerations you should take with your group in order to make a risk 
assessment for your events, activities and projects.

According to the Health and Safety Executive, making a risk assessment is not 
about creating huge amounts of paperwork but about identifying sensible 
ways and proportionate measures to control risks. It is nothing more than 
examining what could cause harm to people and what sort of precautions you 
need to take to lessen the chances of accidents happening.
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What are the Hazards AND HOW LIKELY ARE accidents?
What is the nature of the activity you will be doing? Where will it take place? 
What are the physical conditions of the area? Will people be using tools; 
require instructions; need specific skills? What about welfare and emergency 
facilities such as toilets, exits, first aid kits and the nearest hospital? Is there a 
high or low possibility of an accident happening?

Think of an accident that might happen. On a scale of 1 to 3 rate how likely it 
is that that accident will happen. Now think what precautions you could put 
in place to make the accident less likely.



Health and 
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Who might be harmed and how seriously?
Who will be involved? Do they have specific requirements?  Can they read, can 
they speak your language, do they have any disabilities? How seriously hurt 
could they be in a worst case scenario?

Think of an injury that might happen as a result of an accident. On a scale of 
1 to 3, rate how severe that injury could be. Now think what precautions you 
could put in place to lower the severity. For example could wearing a hard hat 
help?
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* If risks remain high, even after you put precautions in place, consider whether you 
really need to go ahead with the activity. Could you take a different approach?

How can we prevent harm?
The precautions you put in place will hopefully lower the likelihood of an 
accident happening and the severity of any injuries that might occur. This will 
hopefully turn the 2s and 3s on the left hand side below into 1s and 2s on the 
right hand side, lowering the overall risk to 2.

Risk Pr
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Head 
injury 
from 
falling 
off 
ladder

• Ensure ladder is 
standing on a flat dry 
surface with an assistant 
to hold it steady.
• Provide helmets for 
both people

2 3 6 1 2 2
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More than just a faff
After you have identified the hazards and outlined the possible precautions 
it is important to record all your findings and share them with everybody 
involved.

There is no use in just thinking about the possible harms and how to prevent 
them. You need to make sure these insights are understood by the group 
and that you all act accordingly, take the necessary precautions and make 
the appropriate arrangements. Create a briefing form and share it with 
everybody.

Make sure to keep reviewing the risks as the project goes along as hazards 
might change or new ones might emerge. Use your common sense, it is an 
ongoing process you need to engage with when working with people.

Doing a risk assessment can bring benefits to your project more broadly. The 
discipline involved in thinking through the ins and outs of an event will help 
you identify opportunities and threats you might not have thought of before.
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Protecting your image
Often when talking about risk assessments, we forget to think about the 
implications our actions and behaviour may have on how our organisation is 
perceived by the public.
As a community engagement officer, you should always keep your 
organisation’s values in mind. You are an ambassador in the communities you 
are working with. This means avoiding risks and taking responsibility also in 
terms of what you do, how you do it, the language that you use and the way 
you treat the people and the environment around you.
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Keep learning
Depending on the nature of your group and the type of event or activity 
you are organising you might want to have a deeper look into specific UK 
regulations making sure you are not bound by the law to follow strict Health 
and Safety policies.

The Health and Safety Executive website has plenty of advice and resources 
with a section specifically dedicated to voluntary organisations and low risk. 
http://www.hse.gov.uk/

If you are still unsure, you can always find help from someone outside of your 
organisation to give you specialized help or advice.  Find someone who works 
in Human Resources. They should be able to point you in the right direction.

When you are working with communities, 
especially when you are new to them, there is a risk 

that you might not gain their respect and trust. I often 
include these risks in my assessment and put in precautions 
like catching a slightly earlier train to ensure I arrive on 

time.  When briefing people about the risks and how to avoid 
them I try to do it in a light hearted way. People seem to 
really appreciate the fact that I have taken time to care 
about them and their welfare. I'm sure this reinforces 

values such as compassion, care and empathy. 
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What is conflict management?
People usually volunteer on projects that they are passionate about. But 
people do not always share the same views on what needs to happen. This 
can lead to conflict even when you’ve done everything you can through good 
facilitation to avoid this. This tool will help you cope with conflict when it 
arises.

How might conflict manifest itself?
• Angry phone calls

• People shouting

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

SENSING THE RISKS - avoiding conflict

• Tasks

• Places

• People

• Times

Try to identify where/when/with whom you would think conflict is more bound 
to occur.
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Listening and observing

Voice

Verbal Cues

Language

Non-Verbal 
Cues

By listening and observing you can often spot trouble brewing. What are the 
verbal and non-verbal cues to look out for? 
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When conflict happens

fu
el

 oxygen

spark

Fu
el

 Oxygen

spark

Often conflict is the product of three factors coming together: fuel, oxygen 
and a spark. Can you put out the fire?

The betari’s box

MY
Attitude

THEIR
Attitude

MY
Behaviour

THEIR
Behaviour

Our own attitudes and behaviours impact the attitudes and behaviours of the 
people around us. Being aware of this relationship can help break out from 
negative cycles.
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Reacting to conflictMaking things better
As a neutral in a community meeting or event you may well be the person 
best placed to proactively address conflict situations. 

The golden rules are:

• Stay calm

• Avoid taking sides 

• Keep people focused on the bigger picture.

How can you put the fire out? What sorts of interventions could you make to 
pour water on the flames? What should you try not to do to avoid giving the 
fire more oxygen?

Making Things Better Making Things Worse
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Where do you draw the line?
When conflict occurs it’s not right to escape leaving the issue behind. But 
there are limits to how much you can do and when you need to intervene. 
It is good practice to step back for a moment and assess if the situation 
concerns you or not, keeping in mind that caring about the community 
doesn’t imply that you must solve people’s personal issues or take phone calls 
in the middle of the night.

Effective communication is key!
If you find yourself at the centre of the conflict it is important to think about 
how you are communicating.
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stay Professional, remember your valuesA useful communication model
• LISTEN... Be an active listener, you are trying to resolve conflict, listen 
carefully and try to find some common ground.

• EMPATHISE... Try to appreciate the other person’s circumstances, seeing the 
situation from their standpoint can help you understand why they are angry.

• ASK... Help people clearly express how they are feeling by asking them to 
talk more about the most relevant points. Make sure you listen carefully.

• SUMMARISE... Try to help them sum up their viewpoint and make it clear 
that you are quite prepared to change your own mind, you might be wrong, 
don’t let pride get in the way.

• And if necessary, WITHDRAW! ... Take a time out, go away and think about 
it some more.

Remember, the point is not to win an argument but to come to an agreement 
or at least to calm things down.
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Keep learning
There are many different conflict management "models" and "techniques" 
that you can look into to learn more about how deal with difficult situations.

Besides searching for "conflict management" it can also be useful to check 
information on "non-violent communication", "emotional intelligence", 
"active listening" and "body language".

"When you are working together 
with people it is important to keep in mind 

that they will all have their own personalities, 
stories and backgrounds, there could be friendships 
already in place but also some unresolved issues 
between community members that you are not aware 
of. Remember what your role is and what you are 
there to do, try not to take any sides, stay calm 
and genuinely listen".

Theresa Greene OCP officer.
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Why do you need volunteers?
As a community engagement officer, there will be times when you will find 
yourself adding items to a continuously growing ‘to do’ list unable to focus 
enough attention to each task. You will also encounter situations where an 
extra pair of hands or a different set of skills would be very helpful.

At the same time there are people out there who are eager to participate, 
learn from and contribute to projects like yours. 

This tool will help you understand where, why and how to engage volunteers. 
Your relationship with volunteers is a two way thing. They have to want to 
work with you and you have to want their help.

Is ‘volunteer’ the right word?
In the context of the Our Common Place approach, the question of when 
and if you really want to recruit'volunteers' is important to bear in mind.

For example, instead of bringing in volunteers from the outside to help out on 
every task, you might want to get community members involved. In this case, 
even if they would be taking on the same roles, you might not want to refer to 
community members as 'volunteers'. Calling them volunteers might give the 
impression that you are the one in charge; that they are there to support you 
rather than you being there to support them.

Therefore, keep in mind that the way you frame roles and manage 
expectations is essential, not only to ensure people are able to take 
responsibilities and feel satisfied with their contributions as you will explore 
in this tool, but also in terms of the bigger picture and the message you are 
communicating to them, potentially influencing how people see themselves 
within the community.
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Recruiting people
Conducting a well thought out recruitment process is vital both for ensuring 
you get the right volunteers for your project and also that they are happy 
with what they are doing and want to stay around. It is important that you 
make evident to them who you are and what you are trying to do in order to 
attract and select people who relate to the values of your organisation.

It is therefore advisable, even if you are just hoping to find one person to 
help out, to follow a recruitment process. One thing you will need for sure is 
a "volunteer role description", how formal and detailed you decide to make it 
and whether you choose to conduct interviews, ask for references or develop 
a selection procedure will depend on the nature of your project and your 
organisation’s capacities.

The following questions will guide you through the main considerations 
you should make to establish a clear understanding and relationship with 
volunteers.
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What do you want volunteers for?
What tasks and roles might require you to recruit volunteers? What exactly do 
you want them to do?... Be as clear about this as possible, volunteers give their 
time and skills for free so they have the right to know what they are signing 
up for!

Ask yourself how vital volunteers are to your project’s success? Can you 
survive without them? Is that a good or a bad thing?
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Who do you want your volunteers to be?
Do your volunteering opportunities require specific skills, interests and/
or attitudes? Will you provide training? Where are you looking for your 
volunteers? How about equal opportunities, are your volunteers' profiles 
reflecting those of the local population?...
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Why would people want to volunteer with you?
What do you think are the reasons people would want to volunteer with you? 
What can you offer them in terms of experiences, resources, training, support?  
Does it make sense to give them a job title? Do you have a procedure in 
place that will allow you to note down potential volunteer's expectations and 
interests?...

Is the location clear? Is it accessible via public transport? Are you covering 
travel/food expenses? Do you need people to be there for a long period of 
time? Have you made a schedule/considered having several shifts, included 
breaks? Are you providing opportunities for people with disabilities?...

Where/When will the volunteering take place?

Being clear about the conditions from the start: type of tasks, format and 
amount of support that will be given, length of the role, etc. Will help you 
manage expectations. E.g. You may want to give a short opportunity to 
someone even if it will require you to put in some extra work. If you specify 
the length of the volunteering from the beginning it will prevent you 
from having to later deal with difficult conversations.
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Training and support
Once you have successfully recruited your volunteers it is important that you 
dedicate time initially to welcome them in. A good induction process involves 
introducing them to colleagues, people and environments as well as covering 
the formalities of organisational policies and procedures. 

You will want to go over the "volunteer role description" with them to make 
sure they understand what it is that they are there for and to capture any 
additional expectations they might have. 

Provide them with a list of relevant phone numbers, e-mail addresses and 
directions, especially those from the person that will be their main contact 
within your organisation or group. Encourage them to get in touch whenever 
they need support but treat them as equal. Volunteers should be given 
the necessary resources, tools, information and training they need to feel 
confident taking on their role without major supervision.
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Motivating people
Do all you can to ensure that volunteers' time and skills are being valued 
and put to their best use. Actively seek their feedback and follow up on it 
whenever possible.
Open up and maintain a channel of communication for them to express 
their concerns and ideas,  it does not hurt to ask them how you could better 
support them. 
Make sure to let them know if there are any opportunities available for them 
to further develop their skills and experiences. Don’t be afraid to push them a 
bit if you feel like they have potential to grow.
Remember to be grateful for their contributions and praise them for their 
good work.

Covering practicalities
Now try to complete a checklist of practicalities to consider when working 
with volunteers:

• Do volunteers need a criminal records check?

• If you cover expenses, do volunteers know how to claim them?

• Do you need health and safety procedures?

• Do you need feedback forms?

•

•

•

•
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 RUNNING EVENTS

promotion

Health and

Safety  

Conflict
Management

Facilitation

Volunteers
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Why do you need promotion?
• Gain new members / volunteers

• Reach different audiences

• Invite people to events/activities/
meetings

• Stay in touch with existing contacts 
and keep them motivated

• Build understanding and support 
for the activities you are running/ 
purpose of the group

• Get recognition from the 
community

•

• 

•

•

•

one size fits all?

•

•

•

•

•

How does what you are trying to promote affect the promotion strategy 
you adopt? Think of something you want to promote and list some things to 
consider in coming up with an effective strategy:
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FRAMING THE MESSAGE: PEOPLE AS Citizens?FRAMING THE MESSAGE: PEOPLE AS CONSUMERS?

Approach 2

•

•

•

•

•

Imagine the chess club needs to raise funds in order to support their sessions. 
What difference would it make to reach people for support through these two 
different approaches?

Approach 1

•

•

•

•

•

Are you addressing people as potential consumers of services or are you 
faciliating their participation and contribution as citizens?
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FRAMING THE MESSAGE: focusing on the solutionsFRAMING THE MESSAGE: focusing on the problems
Be mindful of the tone of your message, is it negative, intimidating, 
discouraging..? Will it turn people off?

Is your message positive, cheerful, inviting...? Will it lead people to want to 
participate? 
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CREATING THE MESSAGE
• What do you want to say?

• Who do you want to say it to?

• What do you want them to do?

• What would be the best way to reach them?

Are people engaging for the 'right' reasons?

She'll come to the first meeting but, will she come to the second?
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what resources/skills will you need?

•

•

•

•

•

choosing the media - which ones are in your community?

Digital PrintFace to face Creative 
Interventions

*Is it better to reach loads of people or should you focus on  specific key
    groups? Do you need different media at different stages?

Facebook NewsletterDoorstep Chalking 
pavement

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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remember to remind them...who can help spread the word in your community?

Individuals BusinessesGroups Institutions

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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keep learning
Read more about the ideas outlined in this tool by searching for:

• David Berman's "Do Good Design"

• Futerra's "Selling the Sizzle"

• "Guerrilla Marketing" or "Guerrilla Art"

• Involve's "Nudge, Think, Shove"

• Jules Peck and Robert Phillips's "Citizen Renaissance"

• Noam Chomsky's "Why it Matters how we Frame the Environment"

Mmm... That 
doesn't seem to 
be for me...

Who is 
behind it?

What will I 
gain from it?

I might be late so 
 I better not go...

What difference 
will it make anyway 
if I don't go?

Where  
is it?

What are my 
mates gonna think 

if I do that!

Where would I 
leave the kids?

I don't know 
anybody there...


